This test covers grouping by the team and season and the shortcuts, parameters line, runs and margin. The video link for MLB SDQL Lesson 1-2 is: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZz8qb7RcEU

1-2-1. Name the two teams in the league that had a better winning percentage than the Cubs as a favorite over 2016 regular season.

1-2-2. Name the two teams in the league that had a worse winning percentage than the Cubs as an underdog over the 2016 regular season.

1-2-3. Which major league team was the only one to have a losing record over the 2016 regular season in games in which they were the underdog and scored at least five runs?

1-2-4. Which MLB team produced the highest profit over the 2016 regular season as a favorite between 120-140 inclusive?

1-2-5. In the five regular seasons from 2012 through 2016, which team has the worst record in the league when they scored three or fewer runs at home, going 1-19 in 2016?

1-2-6. In the three seasons from 2014 through 2016, which team has the fewest games in which they were shutout?

1-2-7. In the three seasons from 2014 through 2016, which team has the fewest games in which they shutout their opponent?

1-2-8. From the 2013 through the 2016 season, there is one team in the league that has been shut out as a home favorite only ONCE over the four seasons. Name this team.

1-2-9. Which MLB team won four games by a 3-2 score as an underdog in 2011, but have ZERO such wins in the next five seasons?

1-2-10. Over the past ten seasons, the Dodgers have produced both the highest winning percentage as a road dog over a season and the lowest winning percentage as a road dog over an entire season. What were the season and winning percentages?